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1..

2.

4_

Of which class the extraction operatoP> member or?

What is meant by.type conversioti?

5

6.

. 7.
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8. What is multipte. inh;ritance?

9. Write a short note on virtual function.

10. Give example for an exception

(10x1=.t0titarks)
SECTION _ B

(Shart ansrver)

Not. to 
-exceed 

one paragraph, answer any eight questions. Each question
carries 2 marks.

.11. Define class.

12. What is meanl by C++ steams?

13. Explain data hiding.

14. What is meant by acress specifiers?

'15. How to create an ob.iect for a class? Explain with an example.

16. What is gn anonymous object?

17. What is protected 4heritance?

18. Explain the use of'new'operator. .

'19. Define late binding.

20. When do we mdke a virtual function 'Dure'?

21. What.is object slicing?

22. Discuss various input and output streams used in C+i. .

, l8 x2 = 16 Marks)
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SECTION _ C

(Shortessay) .

Not to exceed 120 words, answer any six questions. Each question canies 4 marks.

23. Explain parameter passing mechanism with proper examples.

24. What are static member$? Explain with proper example.

25. Explain overloaded constructor wiah example.

26. Explain how to overioad pre increment and post increment operator.

27. Discuss protected inhedtance with suitable example.

28. Explain virtual base class with example.

29. What is meant by an abstact class? Give example.

30. What is function overiding? Explain with'suitable exampte.

3'1. Briefly explain compile time polymorphism with example.

SECTION - D

(Long Essay).
I

(6x4=24Marks)

i2.

Answer any two questions. Each question caries 15 marks.

Disouss why Object Oriented Programming is the best programming paradigm

33.

u.

35.

when compared to procedural and structural approach.

Why friend function is required? Discuss with suitable examples.

Explain different types of inheritance with example.

Explain in.detail how exceptions are handled in C++.

{2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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Max. Marks : 80Time : 3 Hours

Answer all questi6ns :

l. Conect the following sentences. lf the sentences are conea, write "No Enof'.

'1.

2.

3.

4.

t

6.

Do not kept wild animals at the zoo.

The teacher was impressed with I and Jos6.

. 
They have managed to m?ke a good life themselves.

My younger brother works for three years in a bank.

I am loving this movie.

It is raining for two days.

P.T.O.



7. lt slipped the mind.

8. Joy involved in an accident.

9. I drive very carefully.

10. I have decided to go to Mumbai a week ago.

(1Ox1=10Marks)

Jl. Answer any eight of the following questions in one or two sentences each.

11. What is. the Cornell Method of note-making?

'12. Define a predicate.

13. What is meant by a philosophical essay?

'14. What is the importance of business letters?

15. Define a business report.

f6. Give two advantages for conducting a telephonic inteMew.

17. What is meant by bibliography?

18. Mention two tips for writing a Newspaper Report.

19. Why is E-mail so popular?

20. Write two advertising lines fora newly launched fashion store.

21. Punctuate the following sentence, '

afler all what is there to watch on television

Mention the names of some of the different types of note making.

(8x2=16Marks)

22,

2



lll. Answer any six qirected.

23. Write a letter to the Librarian ior ieissuing your Library card.

24. Constud a dialogue on the following topic in about 80 words.

You are at a Mobile Phone. You ask the shopkeeper about the latest mobile
phones.

25. Prepare a report on an awareness programme conducted towards 'Lifestyle.
Diseases'.

26. Prepare a functional flrriqulum vitae highlighting your skills and experience.

27. What are the characteristic features of E,mails?

28. How can a business report be made effeotive?

29. Prepare a bunch oi questions for conducting a survey
alcoholism in your locality.

30. Write a pr6cis of the following passage reducing it to one third of its length.

Machines have, in fact, become the salves of modern life. They do more and
more work that human beings do not want to do themselves. Think fora moment
of the eltent to which machines do work for you.'You wake, perhaps, to the hoot
of a sir€n by a machine in a neighbouring factory. You wash in water brought to
you by the aid of machinery, heated by machinery and placed in basins for your
convenience by a machine. You eat your breakfast quickly cooked for you by
machinery, go to school in machines made for saving leg labour. And if you are
Iucky to be in a very modern school, you enjo'y cinema where a machine teaches
you or you listen to lessons broadcast by one of the most wonderful machines.- 
So dependent has man become on machines that a certain writer imagines a
time when machines will have acquired a will of their own and become the
masterof men, doomed once more to slavery.

(6x4=24Marks)
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31. Write a paragraph of 80 words on Politics on Campus.



tv.

32.

33_

u_ on any one of the following Po/Yei , Point

35.

t5 = 30 llarks)
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8. Define debth-first search.

9. . What is meant by hash lable?

10. Write two applications of Graph.

SECTION - B (Shorl Answer)

Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions.
2 marks.

1'1. Distinguish between static and dynamic data structure.

12. What do you mean by circular linked list?

13. Define LIFO.

'l+. What is pointer array?

15. What do you mean by pre-order tree traversal?

'16. Whal is meant by First ln First Out data structure?

17. Deline non-linear data structure.

18. What is a priority queue?

19. What is meant by complexity of an algorithrn?

20. What is meant by directed graph?

21. List any three basic searching techniques.

22. Define collision resolution in hasting.

(10x1=10Marks)

Each question carries

(8x2=16Marks)
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SECTION - C (Short Essay) .

Not exceeding ,120 words. Answer any sir questio0s. Each question caries 4 marks.

23. What is meant by doubly linked list? Explain some applications of linked list.

24. Convert the following infix expression into conesponding postfix expression

(a) (A- BXD/E) (b) (A+B-DY(E-F)+G

25. Write an algorithm to evaluate a given expression in postfix form. Discuss the 
i

different steps used in the algorithm.

26. What is recuniion? Compare a recursive program with iterative program.

27. Distinguish batween ordinary qlreues and circular.queue.

. 28. Distinguish between linked lists and anays. Mention their relative advantag€s
and disadvantages.

29. Suppose the following sequen@s list nodes of a binary tree T in preoider and
inorder respectively.

Preo]der: A B C E I F J D G H K L

lnorder: E I C F J B G D.K H L A

Dlaw the diagram of the tree

30. Write algorithm for insertion sort

31. Explain various operations on graphs.

(6x4=24Marks)

, 
SECTION - D

(Long Essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question canies 15 marks.

32. Write the algorithms to perfom the following operations in circular queue. .

(a) insertion (b) deletion (c) display

3 J - 2897



33. Write an algorithm to implement stack of size.N using an array, The elemenls in
the stack are to be integers. The operations to be supported are PUSH, POP and
DISPLAY.

34. What do you mean by dynamic memory allocation? Mention .ihe different
functions used for this. Explain the function that is used for allocating the required
size of memory with an example.

35. What is a binary search tree? Discuss how it is constructed? Mentjon lhe
advantages of binary tree search algorithms.

(2 x.,15 = 30 ttlarks)

4 J - 2897
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traTtoN - A )

' : (Very sh.ort answer type) ': .

(Orie word to maximum of one'sentences, Answer all questions)

1. Definebiodiversity.

2. What are primary producers?

3. What is watershed?

4. Name any t.wo green house ga$es.

6.. Expand (a) IPCC {b) MoEFCC.

7. ,Name the first National park in lndia.



g. carnivores are lhe __:_ consumers.,

9,

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B

(ShortAnsweD I

10.

(l,lot to exceed one paragraph, Answer any eight
2 marks. " .

11. Write a note on primary air pollutants.

14. Explain the culturd values of'biodiversity. .

15. Write about pond as an ecosystem.

16, Write about hydrarch suceession.

19. Briefly explain about environmenhlethics.

26. Whdt do you iIean by endanger€d and extinct species?

21. , Explain what is nuclear holocaust?

22. Write about household waste management in ]r,ral areas.

{8x2=16Marks)

J -. 2313



SECTION - C

(Short essay)

t20 words, Answer ahy six questions.
4 marks-

23. Vwite a note on secondary air pollutants.e on secondary air pollutants.

24. Explain about the ecological functions of biodiversity.

31. Write about the managerhent of industrial wastes.

(6x4=2,tMarks)

SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each que8tion canies 15 marks.

32. Write an essay on walershed managemenl and its signifaance with suitable
examples.

33. Explain about the global w3rming and its consequent effects.'

.

J- 2913



35. Discuss about thqwater pollution and its management.

(2 x 15= 30 Marks)

4 J - 20t3
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences.

1. What is Polymorphism?

2. Define Dynamic Binding?

4. 
- Define Constructors.

5. , Whai is meant by earty bindlng?

6. Definehierarchical inheritance.

7. Write a note on derived class constructors.

8. What is a pure virtual function?

9. Defne getlinej) function.

10. What is an exception?

J - 2935

Max. Marks : 80

(10x1=l0Marks)
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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions, each question carries 1 mark.

'1. What is data structure?

2. What is hashing?

3. What rs rear in queue?

4. The process of arranging data in some logical order is known as

5. What is a graph?

6. What is a leaf node?

7. What are expression trees?

8. What is overflow in a stack?

P_T_O_



9. What is an array?

10. Whal is a dynamic data slructure?

(10x1=10Marks)

STCiION-B

Answer any eight queslions, each question carries 2 marks.

11. Explain polish notation.

12. What are the main advantages of circular linked list?

13. Explain sequential search technique.

'14. What is hash function?

15 Write a note on hash table searching.

16. How can you insert a node into a binary tree?

17. l low can you inrplement linked lisi using pointers?

18. What is bubble sort?

19. Explain the data structure stack.

20. How can you represent graph in memory?

21. Discuss the applications of tree data structures.

22. Ditfercnliate FIFO and LIFO data structures.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION C

Answer any six questions, each question carries 4 marks.

23. Consider the following arrdy. How will you search 21 using Binary search?
Explain.

12 21 33 45 78 99 100

J - 2936



24. Discuss the implementation of queue using array.

25. Differentiate push( )and pop( ) operation on stack.

26. How can you create a binary search iree?

27. Explain memory allocation of linked list.

28. Compare linear and non-linear daia structures.

29. Describe the linked list implementation of stack.

30 Explain the applications of graph data structure.

31. What is circular Linked List?

.ECTI.N - D 
(6 x 4 = 24 Marks)

Answer any two questrons. each qrestion carries '15 marks.

32. Explain about organization and operations on queue.

33. Discuss different graph traversal methods with example.

34. Define a binary tree. Explain lree traversal techniques.

35. What is linked list? What are the different types of linked list? Explain singly
linked list.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

J - 2936
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20

21.

22.

24- Showthat e v (e ,\ O)<+ P Oy principal dlsjunctive normal formi

25.

26.

27.

Show that the formula Q v (P ,^. -Q)v (-e 
" -O) is a tautotogy.

Non-Planar Graphs with suitable examples.

real

28.

29.

30.

31.

J - 2A81



SECTION - IV

Answer any two {uestions among the questions 32 to 3s.They carry 15 marks each.

32. (a) Prove thal the argument p + -q r -+ g and r imply -p.

. (b) Prove or disprove that the product of two inational numbers is inational.

33. (a) Let R be a relation on Set

S={a.b,c,d,e}

given as

, R = {(a a), (a, d), (b, b), lc, d), (c, e), (d, a), (e, b), (e, e)}

Find transitive closure of R using Warshall's Algorithm.

(b) Suppose A is Z and n is a fixed positive integer. Let a - Rb mean that
a = b(mod n). Show that - R is an aquivalenee relation.

34. Show that the set of reaf numbers under usual muliiplication and addition is a
ring.

35. (a) Explain Euler Graph with suitable e)(ample.

(b) Explain Planar and Non-Planar Graphs with suitable examples.

J - 2Aa4
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SECTION - I

All the first questions are compulsory. Each questions carries 'l mark. Answer in
one word to maximum of two sentences.

. 1. Give the structure of proof by contradiction.

2. State De Morgans'Laws.

3. Give examples for finite and infinite sets-

4. Define normal and subnormal fuzzy sets.

5. 16 the function F:Zr->Z by f(x)- x2 + x+1one-one.

6. Define monoid.

7. Write the dual of the Boolean expression.

P.T.O.



8. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and B = {a, b, c, d}. Consider the following relations from
Ato B

R = (1, a), (1, cl, (2, b), (2, c), (3, a), (3, b), (3, d), @, a), @, d), (5, a), (5, c))

5 = (1. b), (1. c), t2. d). (3, b), (5, a))

Find Ms.

g. Define a spanning tree of graph G.

10. Find the number of articulation points in a complete graph of 10 vertices.

SECTION _ II

Answeranyeight questions among the questions 11 to 22. They carry2 marks each.

11 What are the main sleps involved in proof by contradiction.

12. zShowthdt pv q = -p ) q.

1rl Give a direct proof that if x and y are odd integers then x+y iseven.

1a. /i C = {o,1}, find C. and C..

15. peflne algebraic product and sum of two fuzzy subsets.

16. Define the term Poset with suitable example.

17. Find the consensus Q of q = x'yz a d P2 = xyz' .

18. lf a semigroup (S, ") has an identity element, then it js unique.

t9. y'-et t(x)= x2 - 2 find its roots in Za.

J - 2884



20. Give an example of an anti-symmelric relation.

2'1. Which are the two types of edges in an undirected graph?

22. Find the number of vertices in a complete graph with 10.

SECTION _ III

Answer any six questions among the questions 23 to 31. They carry 4 marks each.

23. Prove that if n is an integer and 3n + 2 is odd, then n is odd.

24. Show that .P v (C ,^, a)e P by principal disjunctive normal form.

25 .Showthatthe formula Q" (p " -Ot . l"P ^ A) is a tautology.

26. Show that the function f :Rr+R.; by f(x)=e' where R" is the positive real

/ numbers and R is the set of real numbers is a bi.iection.

27. Let.A=11.2.3,4)and let R = (1.2i Q.3),(g,4). 12. 1)I.draw the digraph of R
rand also find the transitlve closure of R.

28. Sh.ow that in agroup G, ab=ac implies b = c for all a,b,c eG.

29Jl Prove that 0a : a0 = 0 in a ring R.

30. Reduce the following Boolean producls to either 0 or a fundamental product

(a) xyxz'

(bl xyzy.

31. Explain Planar and Non-Planar Graphs with suitable examples.

J - 2884



SECTION . IV

Answer any two questions among the questions 32 to 3s.They carry 15 marks each.

32. (a) Prove that the argument p ) -q r + q and r imply -p.
(b) Prove or disprove that the product of two irrational numbers is irrational.

33. (a) Let R be a relation on Set

S={a,b,c,d,e}

given as

R = {(a; a), (a, d), (b, b), (c, d), (c, e), (d, a\, (e, b), (e, e)}

Find transitive closure of R using Warshall's Algorithm.

(b) Suppose A is Z and n is a fixed positive integer. Let a - Rb mean that
a = b(mod n). Show that - R is an equivalence relation.

34. Show that the set of real numbers under usual multiplication and addition is a
ring.

35. (a) Explain Euler Graph with suitable example.

(b) Explain Planar and Non-Planar Graphs with suitable examples.

J - 2884
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9- -Neithor my
'sentence).

father not my brother are @ming for the. programme.

10. lcanrt , ' with this anymore! (Use tne-applopriate phrasal verb which
means 'tolarate'.

(10x1=l0Marks)

(Conect the

Answer any eight of the

. 11. Give the antonym of two of the.fonowing $d,tdq

(a) soff

'(a) How a pW thatpu
(b) Soa shame that he

13. Make sentences of your own with any two of the phrasal verbs :

(d) gave up

Fill in the blank with the conect Wh word :

{a) 
---- 

is the best btlrger in this re.BtaUnant?

(b) I have not yet found fle girl

i
.i I J-.?521



18. (a)

{b)

Th€re are many types of rlsfres at the cold storage now.

19. (a) Ths dryrad,hg of the envir.onrnent u,ill leadlo our erd-

(b) i,lany animals th€se days face axreflsbr,.



. lll. . Answer any slx of the follot ring qusstions :

23. Match the pads in column A with that of collml I
(a) Practjoe the.-song we[ (D thal we may gain knowledge

(b): Here comes n6ne other '(it) and a,lyricist.

(c) The boys care for neither , ( i) lest y6u forgret your lyncs.

' (d) Heis both a singer (iv) than the star singer!

(e) We.read (v) rnoney nor fame.

24. Fill.in the btanks with the conec{ oplion :

(a) I had asked.yog to 1--- immediately, hadn't l? (irrite menvrito to
. me)

(b) The inflation will- people badly. (atrect/efiec1)

(cl) He ms .:.---:- trom wort for. not doing his work well' (aid off/layed

25. Spot the 6nor, underline the' wrong phrase ard coned the sentences :
I

(a) They do not stop lheir protest unless Uieir.pay is hiked.

(b) This shirt, so expensivei is too tight fpJ ms to w@r.

(c) She is absent orvning to her ill.



27.

B: Yes

sure thal

29-

animal's, and

t

(b)

(c)

(d)
w.ortd, whicft

-'



(d) What do you rnean by halo? .

- (aI

J -21;27



meaning to



(e) Why was he acc{sed of being a politician?

(f) What does tuming'over in his rnind' mean?



(0 The Alpsare the Mountains in Europe.

(g) This exam is.

e)demal examiner your'exam has anived--

The @!se is big :--------1- tor all of us to live in.

It was - evening when we reached the statioo (laternate)

(h)

(i)

0)

My dog likes

(t)

(m)

(k) He spoke

(n) ln spite of

(o) What do you plan

his flrst bmk.

tired, u,e Uecided to lunch before going out. (being/to be)

cats. (to cias€/of chasing).

well, she was still tired; (having slepUsleeping)

her for her wedding? (to give/giving).

, (15x1=15ltarks)

34.

GROUP B

Read the foflolr/ing passag€ and answer the questions below :

Qnce wfien I was six years old I saw a magnificent picture in a booft, called True
Storie.s from l,lat re, about the pdmeval forel lt was a piciure of a boa
consgictor in the ac{ of swallowing an animal. Here is a copy d the drawing. ln
the book it said: 'Boa consMctors $/allow th€ir prey whole, without chewing it.
Afler that they are not able to move, and they sleep through the six months that
they need for digestion." I pondered deeply, [l€n, over the advenhrres of.the
jungle. And affer sorne work with a colored pencil I succeeded in making my first
drawing- My Drawing Number One. I shorved my masterpiecd to the grown-ups,

anO aJked them whethbr the draw,ing. tbhFned them. But lh6y answered:
iFrighten? Why should any onb ue fiighb@.by a hat?" i,ly drawing was not a
pictw6 of a hat. It was a pk uIB of a boa Ss&ictor digegting an €lpphant But
iince &e grown ups were not abb to un@r:tand.it, !made another drawing: I

drew the inside of a Doa constriclo( so thd ttlB gronvn-ups could see it ctearty,
They always need to have things explained.



l

(a) What do You mean bY'magnifcent?

L (i). larsq (ii) exbeme! ireautitul

maSrrifyns' (iv) tpnq of tle ahve 
:

(iiu magrrifying'

: , ' (b) What does 'pondered' nqan? ..
(i) to wander (iD like a Psd
(iii) to thhk about (iv) non€ ofthe above(lll, Iouurll(qo{]ut uv, rrvrr! vr {E an evs

. (c) what is the meaning of 'disheartened?

fi) benefited (ii) disptuitcd(i) benefited (ii) disptuit€d

' :' (iii) helped. ('9 su9pott€d .

(d) Which is the 'magnificent' picture mefll'tond?

I (e)l wtrat is a goa coGstrictor? :' '
'-,

I . (0 what was his first picfirre ofi

10- J.N'21



(i) to cany

(lll) llcad

(m) ! rho is lhe nanator?

(n) . Give a suitable title for this passage.

OR

(c)

(e)

(0

(s)
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SECTION _ A

(Very Short Answer type)

(One word to maximum one sentence. Answer all questions. Each question
carries '1 mark.)

1.

2.

5

are the producers in the ecosystem.

is defined by physicists as the capacity to do work.

3. What is global warming?

4. Define pollution.

is the worlds single largest contributor of green house gases.

6. What are food webs?

7. What is biodiversity?

P.T.O.



8. The innermost layer of the atmosphere is called 

-.
g. The nuclear reactors use 

- 

to produce electricity.

10. Name two commonly used biopesticides.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

(Short Answer)

(Not to exceed one paragraph, Answer any eight questions. Each question carries
2 marks.

11. Describe the factors to be considered when selecting an appropriate fire

detection syslem.

12. How can desert ecosystems be conserved?

13. Write about the inspection and maintenance of fire extinguishers.

14. What are non-renewable resources?

15. Write about Environment (Protection) Act. What are its obiectives?

16. What can individuals do to prevent water pollution?

17. What is the use of aulomatic sprinkler systems? List the four basic types 9f
automatic sprinkler systems.

'18. What is biog€s?

19. Write about noise Pollution. Mention noise control techniques.

J - 2932



20. What are hazardous wastes? List the four primary characteristics of hazardous
wastes.

21. Write about primary pollutants.

22. What is meant by acid rain?

SECTION _ C

(Short Essay)

(Not to exceed 120 words, Answer any six questions. Each question carries
4 marks.

23. Define ecosystem, Describe the structure and functions of ecosystem.

24. Differentiate between ln-situ and Ex-situ conservation of bio diversity. Give
examples.

25. What do you mean by'Greenhouse Effect' ?Give its adverse effects.

26. Discuss two environmental movements.

27. Explain the Concept of producers, consumers and decomposers.

28. Discuss Cyclones and mitigation measures.

29. Discuss the effects of air pollution on living organisms.

30. What are the threats to the forest ecosystem?

31. List the Biogeographic Zones of lndia.

(8x2=16Marks)

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION _ D

(Long Essay)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Describe in detail about the energy flow in the ecosystem.

33. What are natural resources? How are they classified? Explain in detail.

34. Discuss the threats to biodiversity.

35. Explain in detail about various types of ecosyslems.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences.

'1. What is Polymorphism?

2. Deline Dynamic Binding?

3. Write the syntax of for loop.

4. DefineConstructors.

5. What is meant by early binding?

6. Definehierarchicalinheritance.

7. Write a note on derived class constructors.

8. What is a pure virtual function?

g. Deline getlineo function.

10. What is an exception?

(10x1=10Marks)
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SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions, not exceeding a paragraph of 50 words.

1f How enumerated datatvpes are used in C++?J ''

12. Explain symbolic constants in C++.

19i "lnline functions improve performance". ls this statementJrue?
_/

1p. Explain the merits of using friend function. ,a

J;)a What do you mean by nested if Statements? -/
1r,/ Distinguish between formal parameter and actual paaylet.

!, Explain static member function tn C++? .z/
18/, What is a copy constructor?

'lg. A friend function cannol be used to overload the assignmEnt operator. Why?

?9( Explain how public derivation of inheritance happens?-zl

4{ srr," tn ottt.rent types of strea m classes. -.2/
22. Define setwo and setprecision0 manipulalor functions.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions, in a page of 100 words.

23. _ What are the benefits of Object Oriented programming? , y'n

,i7Wn^t i" 
^n ^nay? 

How anays are implemented in C++? ,/

25. / Explainswitch..case with example- 7 
' -/

/
26. What is the difference belween lnline functions and macros?
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. 27. Write about the use and initialization of static data members.

28 How destnrctors are used? Explain the characteristics . of deskucjprs and
.-/ conslrrrctors v

2gJ Explain Function overloading. -/
30./ What are the different types of access specifiers? !,/J
31. Explain with a simple program in C++ showing the runtime behaviour of Virtual

functions-

sECTroN-D 
(6x4=24Marks)

Answer any two questions, not exceeding four pages.

€2. Which are the different loop control structures in C++? lllustrate with example.

33. Write a program to lllustrate complex number addition using binary operator
overloading. Use operator function as member function.

34. Write a program to illustrate how constructors are implemented when lhe classes
are inherited?

35. With an exampte explain in detail how exceptions are handled in C++.
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions, each question carries t mark.

1. What is data structure?

2. What is hashing?

3. What is rear in queue?

4. The process of arranging data in some logical order is known as

5. What is a graphz

6. What is a leaf node?

7. What are expression trees?

B What is overflow in a stack?
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9. What is an array?

10. What is a dynamic data struclure?

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions, each question carrjes 2 marks.

11. /.Explain 
polish notation. c/'

12. Whal are the rnain advantages of circular lnked list? "

13. Explain sequential search technique.

., ,/
15 Write a note on hash table searchrng.

16 How can you insen a node rnto a binary tree?
Y

17. l'Jow can you implement linked list using pointers?

14. What is hash function?

18. What is bubble sort?
/.

19..,,E xplain the data structure stack. ,.
20. How can you represent graph in memory?

21. Discuss the applications oftree data structures.

22. Ditferenliale FIFO and LIFO data structures. ./

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions, each question carries 4 marks.

23l Consider the following array. How wrlJ you search 2.1 using Binary search?/ Explain.
12 21 33 45 78 99 100
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24. Discuss the implementation of queue using array.

2s2ifferentiate push( ) and pop( ) operation on stacv.

26. ,4ow can you create a binary search tree? ,/

27. Explain memory allocation of linked list.

28. .,Compare linear and non-linear data structures.-rl.

29. Describe the linked list implementation of stack.

30. Explain the applications of graph data structure.

31," What is circular Linked List?/
v'/l

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions, each question carries 15 marks.

32. Explain about organization and operations on queue.

3i/ Discuss different graph traversal methods with example.

34. Define a binary tree. Explain tree traversal techniques.

35/. What rs linhed list? What are the different types of linked list? Explain singly
" linked ltst.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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8. The innermost layer of the atmosphere as calied 

-.

g. The nuclear reactors use -.- to produce electricity.

10. Name two commonly used biopesticides.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B

(Short Answeo

(Not to exceed one paragraph, Answer any eight questions. Each question canies
zma s.

11. Describe the factors to be considerbd when selecting an appropriate fire
detection system.

12. How can desert ecosystems be conserved?

13. Write about the inspection and maintenance of fire extinguishers.

14. 
. 
What are non+enewable resources?

15. Write about Environment (protection) Act. What are its objectives?

16. What can individuals do to prevent waldr pollution?

17. What'is the use of automatic sprinkler systems? List th€ four basic types of
automatic sprinkler systems.

'18. What is biogas?

19. Write about noise Pollution. Mention noise cont ol techniques_
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.. lAx2= 16 Marks)

Discuss Cyclones and mitigation measures.

(6x4=.24Marks)
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SECTION - D

. (Long EssaY)

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Describe in detail about lhe energy flow in rhe ecosystem.

33. What ars natural resources? How are they classified? Explain in detail.

34. Discuss the threats to biodiversity.

35. Explain in detail about variou$ typ.es of ecosystems.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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